Integration of mental health care into primary care

Preliminary observations of continuing implementation phase
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ABSTRACT

Objective: The authors mainly focus on the initial observations of the implementation phase of a health project that aims to integrate mental health into primary care.

Methods: In the light of specific aims and objectives of both planning and curriculum development phases, 2-weeks of intensive psychiatric training consisting of basic theoretical and clinical concepts of psychiatry was imparted to a group of general practitioners and paramedical staff. In addition to assessing their pre-and post-training knowledge, attitude, and practice toward psychiatry, 2 internal Consultant Psychiatrists and participants evaluated the training course providing appropriate feedback to the organizers and trainers for modifying several adopted training methods, as well as a curriculum for subsequent courses.

Results: The 2-week psychiatric training of the medical personnel resulted in identifying several pros and cons of implementing this project at primary health care centers.

Conclusion: The implementation of this project by training the first 3 groups of health personnel was successful, as evidenced both by the healthy encouraging comments of the evaluators and the post-training favourable positive responses of the trainees. The incorporation of mental health into primary care by offering condensed psychiatric courses to general practitioners should be the top training agenda as it is in line with the World Health Organization recommendations.
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Beside reviewing the relevant literature, the authors have described elsewhere both the planning and curriculum development phases of an innovative health project that aims to integrate mental health care into primary care. Briefly speaking, the central thesis of this project is to train primary care physicians/general practitioners (GPs) and paramedical personnel in primary care psychiatry in order to enhance their basic psychiatric clinical knowledge and interviewing skills. This
psychiatric training course could help them to prevent, detect, diagnose, manage and deliver appropriate mental health services to primary care patients, presenting with psychiatric disorders. It will also help GPs to identify most difficult cases for referral to secondary/tertiary levels of mental health care. It is reported that the linkage of primary care with mental health care results in better communication between providers and systems, leading to improved patient care and certainly better quality of life. Beside linkage, researchers have further identified several other models that underlie the concept of integration.4-7 The overall emphasis of these useful models is to provide appropriate cost-effective mental health services in primary care settings both in rural and urban communities. Moreover, Selig went further, to suggest that critical value orientation related to integration of mental health care into primary care, should be introduced during undergraduate health programs.8 Evidently, the patients who most commonly visit primary care suffer from a variety of disorders, including anxiety and depressive disorders, somatoform disorders, substance use disorders, personality disorders, adjustment disorders and others. A minor proportion of them presents with childhood disorders, major psychotic disorders and dementias. However, some patients also manifest distressful subthreshold symptoms, which also need careful diagnosis and management.9,10 Although approximately 5% of patients with psychoses11 may need psychiatric referrals to specialist consultation, there is converging evidence that approximately 15%-85% of patients consult GPs for the treatment of their psychiatric problems.10,12-15 The recognition rate and appropriate prescription of therapies for these disorders by GPs vary considerably and could be explained, interalia, by study settings.16 In the Western world, primary care psychiatry is tremendously developed and extensively researched. This developmental mental health trend now identified worldwide has infact revolutionized the management of previously neglected primary health care patients who used to present with distressful psychiatric and psychosocial problems. Moreover, family physicians and GPs are relatively well trained and have adequate skills to manage patients with minor psychiatric morbidity. In addition, they also have adequate skills to identify and refer relatively difficult psychiatric cases to secondary/tertiary levels of health care. Contrastingly, the developing countries are far behind in this regard. Although patients with psychiatric disorders, approximately 45% or maybe more, visit primary health care centers (PHCCs), yet there are no provisions for delivering mental health services in Arabian Gulf countries. In a prospective study of 96 new patients referred by GPs to a psychiatric clinic based in a primary care setting, the authors revealed that neurotic disorders including neurotic depression (38%), anxiety disorders (10%), and anxiety-depressive state (21%) were the most frequent identified psychiatric disorders.17-19 In the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, it was also found that a large proportion of patients approximately 47%, with clinically significant psychiatric disorders also presented at PHCCs.20-23 Taken together, these basic studies strongly suggest that the psychiatric problems at PHCCs are of greater magnitude, which often remain unidentified and untreated, and by an extension the psychiatric patients need appropriate mental health staff to offer appropriate mental health services to them at PHCCs. Most importantly in Arabian Gulf countries, the primary care physicians/GPs are comparatively less efficient to deal with patients manifesting with psychiatric disorders.24 Therefore, GPs need intensive continuing training in primary care psychiatry in order to link mental health into primary care as envisaged by the World Health Organization (WHO).25 It is expected that psychiatrically trained GP’s would be in a better position to deliver appropriate mental health services to mental patients who tend to frequently attend primary care and general hospitals. In turn, they could further help reduce the development of different disabilities, overutilization of medical resources, and the incurring of higher economic costs associated with such patients. This paper will mainly focus on the preliminary findings of the continuing implementation phase of this health project, which aims to integrate mental health into primary care.

Methods. Trainees, trainers and internal evaluators. First, our team of experts invited one GP and one member of the paramedical staff for training from the same PHCC. The trainers also decided to make a group of 25-30 participants in each training course. This procedure was adopted as after completing the training course, trainees were expected to brief other health staff working with them, and at the same time practice psychiatry, in particular consulting psychiatrists on the telephone. They were also advised to refer patients with major psychiatric disorders or difficult psychiatric cases both to psychiatric clinics in general hospitals and mental hospitals. Secondly, they should identify and manage, by counselling, those patients who do not require extensive evaluation and psychotropic drug prescribing. Thirdly GPs and nursing personnel should collectively deliver appropriate mental health services to the primary care clients. We have organized 5 psychiatric training courses on 3 separate occasions as shown in Table 1. Up to now, only 77 participants have been trained. We will describe comprehensively the training of the first group of trainees, and the prototype of subsequent psychiatric training courses. However, we will also highlight the
necessary modifications made during the 2nd and 3rd training courses. These changes were recommended collectively by 2 internal evaluators, participants and expert trainers. The internal evaluators used predesigned forms having items that described methods and contents of presentation, practical significance of selected topics, time limit, types of audiovisual aids, and clarity of delivered message. Similarly, the participants also evaluated the course structure by offering their opinion on a predesigned proforma that consisted of several items with subitems with regard to lectures, speakers, teaching methods, practical sessions and case demonstrations, logistics, and other related questions. The trainers were 2 Consultant psychiatrists, 6 Psychiatric Specialists, 4 Psychiatric Residents, 3 Nursing Directors, and one Educationist, primary care Doctor, and Psychologist. All the trainers and internal evaluators have extensive administrative, clinical, research, education and teaching experience in psychiatry and community medicine.

Training schedule, course and place of training. Our team structured a suitable 2-week timetable for the first training course that was started in July 1995. The authors used the knowledge, attitude and practice (KAP) questionnaire and written case vignettes with multiple questions in order to assess the trainees’ pre-training information with regards to psychiatry. The knowledge, attitude and practice questionnaire used in our previous research was redesigned separately for GPs and nursing staff. The KAP questionnaire consisted of 31 items, 12 of which tapped detailed sociodemographic data of GPs. The other 19 items were related to different aspects of psychiatry and they were asked to choose one from 1-6 responses, as follows 1. Strongly agree, 2. Agree, 3. Sometimes agree, 4. Don't agree, 5. Disagree, 6. Strongly disagree. The KAP questionnaire designed for paramedical staff included sociodemographic variables plus 12 questions to be answered by "yes or no" were relating to nursing education and practice. The other 14 items assessed their opinion regarding different aspects of psychiatry and they were also asked to choose one from 1-6 responses, as above. Knowledge, attitude and practice questionnaires and case vignettes are highly useful and sensitive tools for evaluating pre-training base knowledge as well as post-training improvements in trainees' skills. During the first 5 days of the week, the trainers taught the participants several topics included in the primary care psychiatry curriculum that addressed most relevant issues congruous with other researchers. These topics were: 1. Rationale and justifications of integration of mental health into primary health care (PHC), 2. Primary health care and psychiatry from a British point of view, 3. Classification of psychiatric disorders and psychopathology, 4. Interviewing techniques, communication skills, and mental status examination, 5. Methods of recognition of psychiatric disorders at PHCCs, 6. Consultation techniques at PHCCs, 7. Mood and anxiety disorders, 8. Psychiatric nursing at PHCCs, 9. Somatoform disorders, 10. Schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders, 11. Brief outline of child psychiatry, 12. Substance use disorders, 13. The contribution of social and behavioral sciences to primary care psychiatry, 14. Geriatric psychiatry and organic brain syndromes, 15. Prevention of psychiatric disorders and mental health education, 16. Psychopharmacological treatments of mental disorders, 17. Psychotherapy and counselling, 18. Psychiatric emergencies, 19. Complete management and follow-up of acute psychotic disorders, 20. Overall management and follow-up of chronic psychiatric patients, 21. Problem-solving techniques, 22. Basic PHC researches, and finally 23. Referral system. On day 6 on the first week we organized a workshop on integration of mental health into primary care-the pros and cons that was followed by course evaluation and post-training assessment methods. During the first 2 days in week 2, training activities were problem solving techniques, role play and one workshop on each prevention and somatic presentation of mental diseases at PHCCs. In addition, there was a discussion on verbal as well as written feedback responses of the participants and the evaluators. Each training activity was allotted half to one hour. The next 2 days activities were a comprehensive demonstration of cases with anxiety, mood, schizophrenic and somatoform disorders. At the same time, the interviewing and mental status examination techniques were also demonstrated. Finally, a group discussion regarding open cases and psychotropic drugs was also held. The overall emphasis was on comprehensive integrated management of the patients with psychiatric disorders. The lectures and other training activities.

Table 1 - Distribution of primary health care center staff trained in primary care psychiatry (n=77)*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPs</td>
<td>Nurses</td>
<td>Midwives</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GP=general practitioner, n=number, *= medical and paramedical staff n=77 drawn from 65 primary health care centers
were held at Continuing Medical Education and Community Services (CME&CS), Buraidah, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia while practical case presentations were organized by Buraidah Mental Health Rehabilitation Center (APRC), Kingdom of Saudi Arabia which delivers health services exclusively to patients with substance use disorders. The teaching activities were general orientation to APRC and its admission and discharge policies, multidisciplinary approach, communication and interviewing skills, role of APRC in following patients' care in the community, demonstration of drug abuse cases, and group-work preparation. There was a detailed discussion regarding feedback responses, course evaluation and immediate post-training tests. The last session held at CME&CS was a group meeting of all participants, trainers and evaluators in which we highlighted certain aspects including debriefing regarding this program to colleagues working at PHCCs, practicing psychiatry at PHCCs, identifying and referring possible psychiatric patients to psychiatric clinics and hospital and telepsychiatry.

**Training methods.** The trainers used different methods of teaching and learning which included formal lectures and hand outs, workshops, role play, problem-based tasks, interactive group discussions, seminars, self-learning, clinical and practical training, background reading, and field work. The trainers used modern equipment for delivering the lectures. The participants were encouraged to be interactive throughout lectures, workshops, group discussions, detailed case preparation and discussion, and role play. In doing so, they provided extremely healthy feedback responses regarding the overall performance of the trainers and also suggestions for some modifications in the course structure. This was most evident in the analysis of course evaluation carried out by the participants themselves. They further noticed that lectures were compatible with primary care psychiatry and were both well prepared and clearly delivered by the trainers in simple English language. The participants also noticed that speakers were confident and they used latest methods of training in communicating important messages. However, the participants were most impressed by workshops and clinical case demonstrations, as revealed in their course evaluation.

**Results. Pre-and post-training assessment.** The pre-training evaluation of participants, carried out by using aforesaid predesigned questionnaires and proformas by 2 Consultants and other experts, showed that almost all of them agreed that management of psychiatric problems is not the sole responsibility of psychiatric professionals, and PHC teams must have adequate training in clinical psychiatry. Hence, they strongly supported diversification and depersonalization of mental health services. In general, they showed deficiencies in overall knowledge regarding treatment modalities and adverse effects of psychiatric drugs. Their attitudes to psychiatric disorders and role of psychotherapy and counselling in the management of mild psychiatric disorders was positive. But they need further attitudinal improvement and more knowledge in psychotherapies. Their responses were varied as to recognize difficult cases and refer such patients to psychiatrists. Additionally, nurses emphasized multidisciplinary approach and a need for more information regarding antidepressant therapy. Further, all of them have global deficiencies in diagnosing and managing psychiatric cases. Surprisingly, nurses were more accurate in diagnosing patients than the doctors. The post-training assessment of GP's and nurses showed considerable improvements in their knowledge base and attitude towards psychiatry which is consistent with other research.31,32 Similarly, they also showed tremendous changes in answering questions related to multiple written case vignettes. All were confident in dealing skillfully with patients manifesting psychological symptoms. They showed great improvement in recognizing and treating psychiatric disturbances at PHCCs, often independently but sometimes in collaboration with psychiatric colleagues. Most of them identified cases of anxiety and depression (92%) but were unable to appreciate the contribution of personality factors and alcohol abuse in the psychopathology of mental disorders. Most of them (98%) appreciated the role of psychological and physical treatments. All participants showed further improvements in helping these clients at community level. They also realized the role of psychosocial and cultural factors in the etiology of psychiatric disorders. Notably, psychologically trained nurses are reported to diagnose and treat correctly most patients with common psychiatric conditions.33 Additionally, the 2 internal evaluators also provided very comprehensive reports regarding this program, which suggested very good quality of work and its valuable impact on the trainees who strongly attested to the significance of integration of mental health into primary care (100%). Almost all the participants commented that they have tremendously benefitted from this course. Overall, most of the participants (98%) showed more favourable changes in their overall knowledge of psychiatry. The trainers were also equally encouraged as to the success of this program.

**The pros and cons of integration of mental health into primary care.** The organizers discussed obstacles of integrating mental health into primary care in one of the workshops during this training course. The authors selected the results of this
workshop for detailed presentation as it is the crux of the entire issue. Further, these dilemmas are possible eye openers for planners, organizers and trainers in terms of implementation and thereafter achieving the preconceived goals and specific objectives of this pilot project.\textsuperscript{12} In brief, the primary aims of this ambitious project were to integrate mental health into primary care, training all GPs and paramedical staff working at PHCCs and developing a curriculum encompassing clinical and community psychiatry for this purpose. For achieving these aims, the following specific objectives were set forth; 1. To increase the awareness of the targeted groups of psychiatric problems, 2. To improve the knowledge of the targeted groups of community psychiatry, 3. To improve the knowledge of the targeted groups for delivering mental health services at various community levels, 4. To improve psychiatric clinical and interviewing skills of the targeted groups, 5. To improve the attitudes of the targeted groups toward psychiatry, mental patients and psychiatric hospitals, 6. To improve the ability of the GPs to manage the uncomplicated cases of psychiatric, psychological and social problems, 7. To improve the ability of GPs to identify patients who require referral to the secondary and tertiary psychiatric services and finally 8. To promote relevant research and training related to community psychiatry.\textsuperscript{12} Three groups of participants discussed the pros and cons of integrating mental health into primary care. Each group had a leader from the participants and a psychiatric specialist for supervising the discussion, formulation of difficulties, and presentation of findings. All 3 groups concluded their findings more or less in a similar fashion, which were as follows: 1. Psychiatically untrained doctors, nurses and other manpower, 2. Time constraint, 3. Mental illness viewed as social stigma, 4. Ill equipped PHCCs from psychiatric perspectives, 5. Lack/or no provision of psychotropic drugs at PHCCs, 6. Nonacceptance of psychiatric problems by patients, 7. Irregular follow-up and poor compliance, 8. Language/communication barrier, 9. Lack of transportation for home visits, 10. Lack of cooperation from family members, 11. Lack of special psychiatric referral letters and feedback responses, 12. Misuse of psychotropic drugs, 13. Unfair attitude of PHC staff towards psychiatry, 14. Lessen the burden on hospitals, 15. Possible management of simple straightforward psychiatric cases, 16. Primary health care centers could deliver the message to the people at large that the psychiatric problems exist in the community, 17. Help in differentiating psychiatric/emotional problems from physical diseases, 18. Could establish professional therapeutic relationship with the patients, 19. To identify the cause/risk factors of psychiatric/emotional problems, 20. Offering mental health services including prevention to all PHC clients presenting with psychiatric conditions, 21. Early identification coupled with the reduction of duration, severity and associated disabilities, 22. Provision of rehabilitation, 23. Counselling, 24. Reduction of stress and improvement in quality of life, 25. Promotion of mental health, and finally 26. Help in reducing social stigma. These findings were discussed with higher authorities and tentative solutions offered were as follows: 1. Elimination of all enumerated difficulties/cons from 1-13 in dealing with clients in the community through proper continuing psychiatric training and seminars, 2. Development of human and non-human resources including posters, audiovisual aids, pamphlets, and small booklets highlighting psychological messages in a simple and understandable manner, 3. Involvement of patient and family members both in understanding psychiatric problems and decision making, 4. Understanding of social and cultural beliefs of the society, 5. Conduction of community group meetings, home visits, and improving their attitudes towards psychiatry, 6. Healthy coordination between mental health professionals and PHC team to develop and improve community consultation-liaison services, 7. Provision of delivering mental health services at some selected PHCCs by establishing community mental health centers, 8. Mental health team's monthly visit to such centers, and 9. Designing a special psychiatric form for referring difficult patients to secondary mental health institutions. Additionally, the authors suggest that concerted efforts made at all levels will certainly result in offering mental health services at primary care level\textsuperscript{14} including rural communities.\textsuperscript{15} Primary health care systems may require restructuring in order to be "supportive of emotional labor, health promotion, empowerment of service users and of care which takes the subjectivity of the illness experience for the patient into account".\textsuperscript{16}

**Modifications made during subsequent training courses.** The 2nd and 3rd psychiatry training courses were held in November 1995 and October 1997. In accordance with the recommendations made by the first course participants, 2 Consultant evaluators, and psychiatric trainers, the following new topics for teaching were included; 1. Biopsychosocial model, 2. Psychiatric aspects of epilepsy, 3. Some aspects of adolescent psychiatry at PHCCs, 4. Some selective childhood disorders—enuresis, phobia, mental subnormality, attention deficit hyperactivity, 5. Sleep disorders, 6. Psychosexual dysfunctions, and 7. Mental health education and promotion. However, the following topics were excluded, 1. Psychiatry from British point of view, 2. Details of child psychiatry, 3. The contribution of social and behavioral sciences to PHC, and 4. The details of psychopathology and classification. The inclusion of a biopsychosocial model was considered important as researchers have
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often emphasized the significance of biologic, psychologic and social factors in health and disease. The primary care physicians/GPs should have a basic knowledge of those constructs, which help in understanding the psychopathology of psychiatric disorders. Further, derived from the concept of clinical case conference model, relatively tremendous emphasis was placed on case identification, techniques of interviewing patients, formulation of the case, complete discussion and finally comprehensive management. Other training activities like role play, workshops, and problem solving techniques were also greatly expanded.

Previously trained personnel and follow-up intermittent training activities. On International Mental Health Day, 11 October 1995, the trained GP’s and nurses were invited to participate in the discussion on rationale and justifications of integration of mental health into PHC, global strategies for promotion of mental health, constraints faced at PHC practice, mental health awareness program at school and community levels, nurse-psychiatric patient and practical issues, and finally prevention of mental health problems. Our team also organized 2 7-hour programs in the year 1996, which were entitled “on-job performance” aimed at evaluating the trained personnel. The program activities included the importance of continuing medical education, mental health “an overview”, integration of mental health into PHC aims, objectives, and “a dream come true”, KAP and vignettes evaluation, post-training workshop on the pros and cons of integration of mental health into PHC. In summary, the evaluation of the candidates indicated marked improvement in their attitude and sustained knowledge of psychiatric conditions coupled with recognition and treatment by psychological/nonpsychopharmacological measures. During workshop discussion, 2 additional suggestions were made: 1. Practice of counseling and family therapy within time constraints, and 2. Availability of at least antidepressants at PHCCs. One day program for “certification ceremony” was held in the year 1997 that included integration of mental health into PHC-past, present and future, project summary, and trainees’ feedback of courses I, II, III with brief discussion. The distribution of certificates was highly appreciated by all the participants who, in turn, were stimulated to practice psychiatry at PHCCs.

Causes of interruption in continuing psychiatric training program. There are a variety of reasons that could explain the delay in completing this health project. Some primary care physicians/GPs permanently leave the country and new doctors replacing them also need psychiatric training, which must be a continuing dynamic process. Additionally, the health administration does not like to see primary care services being compromised due to training schedules of GPs. Similarly, the vacation of trainers and also trainees contributes to this unavoidable situation. Therefore, psychiatric training of doctors is usually scheduled when enough doctors are present to cover the duties of their colleagues. Another equally important reason is that doctors from PHCCs are also called for training in other programs such as management of diabetes, asthma, chronic heart diseases. However, this project is still dynamically continuing. We have slatted 5 psychiatric training courses for GPs to be conducted in the year 2001. Most importantly, each training course is now accredited with 13 hours by Saudi Council for Health Specialties. We also expect to psychiatrically train most of the PHCC health workers within a period of the next 2 years. Finally, the entire package of this project and training courses including all evaluation tools, KAP questionnaire, clinical case vignettes and structured curriculum is available with the first author.

Discussion. In Arabian Gulf countries, there is a converging evidence that patients with a variety of psychiatric problems visit primary care physicians for treatment. Therefore, the planning curriculum development and the continuing implementation of this health project is timely in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. This was an important developmental health trend identified worldwide especially in developed countries a long time ago. Evidently, the mental health has been now integrated in primary health care in many countries, developed as well as developing countries. Alternatively, some researchers have raised concerns with regards to the treatment of patients with severe chronic mental illness in primary care that has financial implications for private health providers. In contrast to most models for financing care that is fee-for-service, a shared-risk model of capitation provides true financial incentives for integrating mental health into primary care. Unlike previous policies, the rapid changes in the USA health environment system threaten to undo the integration of mental health care into primary care, attributed primarily to financial issues. In a study of economic analysis carried out in low-income countries, however, the treatment of common mental disorders in primary care was feasible and practicable. Notably, GPs have a very limited role in the management of patients with serious mental illness. Alternatively, a primary care psychiatrist whose primary care training is supervised by an internist could be of tremendous help in delivering care for and improving outcome of patients with severe mental illness. Consistent with other reports and our own previous research, the participants showed overall improvement in their knowledge and clinical practice. However, like other researchers, they in
collaboration with trainers identified many realistic difficulties and advantages during the training course as well as on-job performance. The existing practical and attitudinal obstacles need systematic evaluation and thereafter find their proper solutions. For instance, instead of psychotropic, several psychological treatments, such as counselling, cognitive therapy and behavioral therapy have been prescribed usefully in primary care practice. This will solve the problems of inappropriate prescriptions of psychotropics by GPs and so addiction problems in particular with overprescriptions of benzodiazepines. Like other researchers from developing countries, we suggest that the psychiatric training of all primary care doctors must be continuous due to aforesaid dynamic reasons plus further improving and sustaining their clinical skills. Moreover, the interviewing skills of the physicians which can be improved by training and their ability to identify psychiatric/emotional disorders are related to each other. These findings were supported robustly by a study which concluded that primary care physicians/GPs should be trained in specific interviewing skills, in order to improve their ability to identify mental disorders in their practices.

The training of GPs will also enhance their diagnostic and management skills so that they could judiciously use polypharmacy and adequately prescribe various psychotropics to primary care patients. The integration of mental health is also extended into schools and so social work psychological services are linked to primary care. Further, there are provisions of psychological services for human immuno-deficiency virus (HIV)-infected patients, children and adolescents, and elderly clients in primary care settings, which reflects that primary care psychiatry is constantly developing in western countries.

In conclusion, there are numerous advantages of incorporating mental health into the primary care system. This structured training program resulted in positive changes in skills and attitudes of trainees. There still remains some practical and attitudinal obstacles, that need to be properly addressed by relevant authorities. We recommend that the psychiatric training of GPs should be continuing and a more or less similar project should be implemented throughout the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia including other Gulf countries. In summary, there will be an overall improvement in delivery of mental health services to primary care clients presenting with psychiatric conditions who, like any other health consumers, should lead a better quality of life.
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